here has a humping, almost grunted effect. In ugliness the line could hardly be surpassed, but only of course if it is heard with the inner ear, attuned to the missing loveliness which echoes faintly throughout the poem in the anguished ear of the poet. Listened to in this way, the tonal quality of the entire poem is fierce and borders on brutality. The way Silkin succeeds in vulgarizing the word
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Criticism The Iowa Review "sucked" in the second line, preparing for it with "stems, is" and also with the falling pause of the syntax before the "is," with that fall accentuated because preceded by the cracking mouthful of "branches," is the kind of feat repeatedly achieved in the course of the poem, "hot and dieseled" gets its obscene quality because of that "sucked"; the whipping movement of "wraps," enhanced by the "w" of "wind" and the thud of its "d," also takes on harshness from that "sucked." And the "a" of "wraps" rasps as it does because of the "tracks" just before it; and "tracks" hurts because the ear has already cringed at the nasal "a's" of the first line.
If the entire poem is listened to properly, then a fierce note of sarcasm can be heard even in its last sentence: saying: "I was speaking of love"; "I was speaking of value"; "I was speaking of you"? Such obvious and flat statements can only suggest that the woman has ges tured in such a way as to show that she hasn't the faintest idea what he has been talking about. Or has she gone to sleep? Or been out for a walk? What one can say for sure is that the long harangue is followed by absolute silence. But the speaker is not entirely unaware of this. In fact, he isn't speaking to the woman any more. Why, for example, refer to "Hebrew parallelism and the Anglo Saxon metre"? Nothing the woman has done or said suggests that she might value mat ters of poetic technique excessively. The fact that he has lost the woman's ear must, of course, deepen the despair with which the poem ends. The man may value this love even though it has disintegrated according to the inexorable law by which winter follows spring; but there is no sign that the woman agrees or dis agrees. She's asleep. Out of this futility, however, the man has turned outward and sarcastically affirmed the obvious. To and against whom? self power" are anticipated by the "heraldic egotisms" of nature which "silently conflict." And underlying both act and scene is the sense of the most grotesque line in the poem, the one which perhaps offends us most:
The soil, from stone, in passivity, grins; is to ingest all.
We are all stones; the soil is composed of our disintegrations; we are all ingested into the soil, which grins madly. But the poet does not grin. His words are like the wind:
Wind appears to feel out crevice, and surface. Does not feel, no pain at all in how it contacts.
The poet never denies the beauty of early love, but he sees and touches nothing in the present scene except the grotesqueness of stale love.
